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Royal chaos characters guide

FriendTimes card-based RPG, Royal Chaos, introduces a new musician class, and is getting major updates! This update also includes new chapters, outfits, and optimized gameplay. Musicians on April 27 (Today!) to join in. The musician brings humility, elegance and spirituality to the court of the Royal Chaos. They will be able to provide
various buffs for their allies, while inflicting a catastrophic weakening on their rivals. Please take a shot at this class, no matter which one you're using now! Get closer to your beloved pet by improving your pet system! Pets can now be fed and touched. They'll still be able to fight with you! Use your abilities in upcoming treasure hunt
quests. Both men and women will receive the 52nd Chapter Update for those surrounded by the game's main story. You have not yet reconciled with your best friend in the palace, while your greatest opponent, Senior Lady Liu, an empress's ally, is now pregnant. Misfortune does not come alone: will it be revenge, or will a new threat get
to the horizon? Finally, a fan art contest will also be held! All participants and voters will receive the most popular benefits from ancient Chinese clothing, accessories and AirPods, and official choice winners will receive the Official Choice Award. Stay tuned for announcements on your website or Facebook page. Royal Chaos Android, iOS
Royal Chaos is a card-based adventure game that gives you an immersive take on the Ancient Palace of China carved by romance. As a noble woman, pushed into dramatic but struggling chaos, can you endure your destiny with a smile? Or write your own story - decorate it in beautiful fashion, romantic encounters, surrender of enemies!
Tags: FriendTimesRoyal How to enhance your Chaos character: fashion outfits, four ways to get character upgrade fashion outfits: 1. Fashion store. Pros: You can use rings to buy costumes. Cons: It's not a complete set purchase. And in the short term, it is impossible to get additional set-up characteristics and fewer. 2. Gift Pack.
Advantages: Full set purchase, direct access to adding permanent and more patterned properties. Cons: You can not use rings to buy, just jade. 3.Fashion workshop. Complete the main quest to earn a costume brochure, then follow the instructions in the pattern drawings to collect the specified composite material and finally create a
fashion. 4.Beauty pageant rewards. Timed activities are open every Thursday from 0:00 to 22:00. The top 500 of primaries are eligible for random fashion outfits or costume brochures. The 10 most popular players will be able to participate in the fashion show and receive more rewards based on their performance. Tip: 1. The addition of
pattern properties can directly increase the risk to minor shareholders and may be a bonus to other sets of costume properties 2. Only costume sets can improve your abilities. The wearing of a suit does not bring a power-up. 3. Most of the costumes in the fashion shop can be produced in fashion workshops. Therefore, it is not
recommended to wait until it becomes a costume pattern sent by a certain level of clearance in the main quest. 4. The property bonus attached to the fashion outfit is permanent, but it is obviously less than an improvement in gear. So the suggestion is not to improve your skills, by spending on costumes. In later stages, there will be a
large amount of costume brochures. At that time, it won't be too late to make costumes. If you are a high level VIP, forget everything mentioned above. Otherwise, spend the jade in gear. Both character upgrades and follower upgrades require upgrade pills, the difference is that heroes need their own pieces after +4, but upgrade stones
are required for the character. Upgrade stones can be found in travel quests, and many points in quests can drop character stones. Blitz after the checkpoints are cleaned up. In addition, more upgrade stones will be rewarded with the first cleared checkpoint. Upgrade Stones can be earned by date every day. When you achieve intimacy,
you'll have 3 character upgrade stones. When Intimacy reaches 500, the costume is unlocked. Summer night tours, Lulan State Banquets, Meilin Snow and the like. After completing these tasks, you'll earn a few upgrade stones. If the character breaks through +5, the awakening function opens. In addition to upgraded pills, Awakening
consumes extra ingredients, Awakening Stone. 1 Star Awakening Unlock Condition: Break +5 2 Star Awakening Unlock Condition: Rest +8 3 Star Awake Unlock Condition: Groundbreaking +11 E F I L M N R S W W X Y Hello was requested by a friend to play Royal Chaos but I was already overwhelmed by the character creation screen.
If you plan to play seriously, which character would you suggest? My friend played tank and she always complained about how 'useless'. Is it true? Page 2 of 8 Royal Chaos comments, there are 4 classes for players to choose from: chefs, doctors, guards and academics. Most of you can still be confused about forming the right lineup for
each class. Today is the first class combat guide - scholars - AOE damage dealers. Content [Show] Skill Information [Active] 1.Watch Phrase: Deal heavy damage to the enemy's front row and critically attack the next base attack. 2.Flowers and Moon: Improves sentimental passages with 10% accuracy. (Unlocked after conversion in
Lv.90) 3. Divine Judgment: Deal great damage to a single unit and heal the scholar for a certain percentage of damage (35% Lv.1). (Unlocked after conversion in Lv.90) (Level up will deepen all skill effects) [Passive] White Dance: Greatly expands damage when a Scholar loses more than 50% of HIS HP. It can be an important counter-
attack Manual technology is enabled. As you level up, your skills become more advanced. Equipment as the saying goes: Sharp tools do a good job. Unity and duality set sets are a great fit for scholars: Set Talents 2 PC: Additional HP Equipment 3 PC: Additional ACC Equipment 4 PC: Additional Cheek Equipment 5 PC: Additional ATK
Set Features: AtK and Critique are sharply raised and use considerable power to suit all AOE characters. or Merak &amp; Bliss Set Set: Equip Set Talent 2 PC: Additional HP Equipment 3 PC: Additional ACC Equipment 4 PC: Additional Crit Equipment 5 PC: Additional AGI Set Features: Significantly increase AGI and speed up the
movement bar for characters suitable for AOE, control and support. More equipment information: Mighty Up Guide Part III: Equipment. Gem ATK and Crit gems will serve to further intensify scholarly damage, while AGI and ACC gems are good choices for speeding up movement and increasing accuracy. More gem information: In the gem
guide ultimate battle early game, scholars go to the backline and reccomcomed, but when they reach the eighth upgrade, they are strong enough to go to the forefront. On the fore, Wan'er is the best choice with your character. For the backline you have to choose any two of the following AOES: Lord Yi, Xuanji, Li Bai, Song Yu, compatriot,
Renzi. One back support or crowd controller: Fan An, Jifu, Taiping or Wu Zethian. To get to the fore, prioritize HP, Def, Eva, and Les Gems, followed by attack gems. Hp or defenses mainly increase and provide treasures that may be higher. It also focuses on acquiring a royal or tranquillity set for yourself. Choose skills, divine judgments
because this technique allows you to heal yourself with a certain percentage of attacks. Keep things going, until you can make your ultimate battle a reality. Scholaride ends here. I hope it will help you travel to the harem. Good luck and have fun! Last update: When you start playing on August 31, 2018, you'll basically be able to choose
what type of character to play. In the game, this is solved by the character's career. There are four types of careers, mainly different roles when performing battles. Among the options, the Following: Imperial Medic (Control) has the privilege of providing reasonable damage to the enemy and controlling the other's actions. The Empire
Medic's debilitating buffs mainly affect enemy movement or the flow of attack, which makes it very useful as a character's type of damage control. Basically acting as a healer, the game gives the team a passive buff. Techniques include resurgence or full health supplementation. Scholars (AOE) dealers with extensive attacks and heavy
damage. If you want to play as a damage dealer, this is This is the best option. Mainly positioned at the back end of the formation, regardless of weak defending, you can go wrong with your entire attacking tactics. The scholar serves as a crowd damage dealer. Guards (tanks) are the best choice, especially if they carry out melee attacks
and mainly serve as tanks for the party. It has a high level of viability thanks to the guard's tremendous HP. Given that tanks are usually installed to fill the front lines, they have buffs and tremendous damage to increase armor. When you start the game, you'll see that each job has a different skill set (mainly coordinated to a key role in the
party) and early outfits. Also, you won't have a hard time getting through the first few levels (checkpoints) while playing story mode. Once you reach these high levels (usually when you've unlocked most of the game's basic features), you'll be able to distinguish between the different roles of each character and the different heroes you
need to pair with your character to be effective in battle. Battle.
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